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Abstract 

Automated warehouses, as a form of cyber-physical systems (CPSs), require several components to work collaboratively to address the common 
business objectives of complex logistics systems. During the collaborative operations, a number of key performance indicators (KPI) can be 
monitored to understand the proficiency of the warehouse and control the operations and decisions. It is possible to drive and monitor these KPIs 
by looking at both the state of the warehouse components and the operations carried out by them. Therefore, it is necessary to represent this 
knowledge in an explicit and formally-specified data model and provide automated methods to derive the KPIs from the representation. In this 
paper, we implement a minimalistic data model for a subset of warehouse resources using linked data in order to monitor a few KPIs, namely 
sustainability, safety and performance. The applicability of the approach and the data model is illustrated through a use case. We demonstrate 
that it is possible to develop minimalistic data models through Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration (OSLC) resource shapes which enables 
compatibility with the declarative and procedural knowledge of automated warehouse agents specified in Planning Domain Definition Language 
(PDDL). 
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1. Introduction 

Automated warehouses are forms of CPSs [12]—that 
include several components such as robotic arms, autonomous 
robots, and automated storage and retrieval systems (AS/RSs). 
All these agents require collaborative behavior for effective, 
secure and efficient handling and distribution of goods—to 
manage complex logistics operations [8]. Due to the increasing 
usage of these robots and embedded systems in automated 
warehouses, the need to provide the best possible collaboration 
options between these systems is of growing importance. 
Moreover, this rapid increase of CPS technologies underpin the 
integrations of a myriad of physical components and processes 
that are developed by external actors and requires coordination 
[10]. One effective way to improve the efficiency of these 
robots and embedded systems is to monitor different aspects of 
the system by collecting and monitoring important data related 
to several KPIs of the CPSs.  

To monitor these KPIs and generate insights about them, a 
knowledge representation of the system is needed —in other 

words a knowledge model to represent the information about 
the automated warehouse, its components and behavior. 
Knowledge representation and reasoning (KR&R) is a field of 
artificial intelligence that aims  to build intelligent systems that 
know about their world and are able to automatically draw 
conclusions and act upon them, as humans do [1]. A 
fundamental assumption in KR&R is that knowledge is 
represented in a tangible form (usually via ontologies), suitable 
for understanding relationships between entities. However, 
ontologies alone are not enough to model the knowledge since 
they aim to model relationships between different entities. A 
well-defined data model, which specifies the entities, their 
relationships, constraints on these entities and their data types 
is therefore necessary, especially for monitoring purposes. 

OASIS OSLC[17] is an emerging interoperability open 
standard that adopts the architecture of the Internet and its 
standard web technologies to integrate information from the 
different tools without relying on a centralized integration 
platform [4]. OSLC standard aims to solve the integration 
needs between software tools. However, in our use case we 
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used the OSLC approach for integration between the 
representation of automated warehouse components. This 
enables coupling between components by defining the 
minimum possible data for the purpose of interoperability.  

 The research for this paper has been undertaken following 
three phases, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Firstly, semi-structured 
interviews are used as a qualitative inquiry method. Secondly, 
a case study is designed and conducted to identify relevant 
ontologies and KPIs. Thirdly, metrics are extracted to define 
the data model that is essential for monitoring these KPIs. 
Later, this data model is implemented by OSLC standards and 
then used to gather data to monitor necessary KPIs. This paper 
aims to identify which data  is necessary— with support of the 
earlier research [8] — and to model the data required to monitor 
KPIs in an automated warehouse.  

To this end, Section II explains the methodology used 
throughout the study. Section III describes the automated 
warehouse use case where important KPIs and the necessary 
data for each KPI is explained. Then Section IV introduces the 
data model and details the implementation, Section V presents 
the discussion, and the paper concludes with a summary of the 
study in Section VI. 

2. Research Methodology 

This study has adopted the expert opinion technique [2] to 
assist the problem definition. This technique aims to gather 
opinions of experts to clarify the issues relevant to a particular 
topic. To this end, several meetings have been conducted with 
researchers at Ericsson who extensively work on the 
architecture of the automated warehouse use case.  

As a part of the expert opinion technique, semi-structured 
interviews (SSIs) [3] were used as a qualitative inquiry method. 
SSIs are designed to collect subjective responses from 
interviewees regarding a particular situation or phenomenon 
they have experienced. They can be used when there is 
sufficient objective knowledge about an experience, but  
subjective knowledge by itself is inadequate [13]. In this 
research, the subjective knowledge of the experts plays a big 
role in identifying how one can collect necessary data from the 
different components of the automated warehouse. The 
interview questions were used to collect responses of each 
participant and constitute the structure of the SSI. These 
questions aimed to understand the architecture of the system, 
to identify the important constraints on the data for the 
integration, and to extract the needs of the data model for the 

purpose of monitoring. 

In addition, an exploratory case study method [6] was used 
to assist in the development of the data model identified by the 
expert interviews. This method is especially useful to 
investigate complex real-world issues. The exploratory case 
studies are condensed case studies that can be used before 
implementing a large-scale investigation or solution. Their 
basic function is to help identify questions and select types of 
measurements prior to the main investigation. The automated 
warehouse use case includes different systems interacting with 
each other and implementation of a data model, which is 
capable of monitoring different KPIs, and requires a 
preliminary study as a framework for the implementation. 
Hence, the case study method is an ideal methodology for this 
particular study, where a holistic investigation is needed [5,16]. 

3. Use Case 

In this section, we describe the use case and a scenario 
where several components of the warehouse work 
autonomously to fulfill the inventory replenishment, storage 
and delivery requests. These components of the CPSs can be 
listed as: Automated Storage and Retrieval Systems (AS/RSs); 
robotics arms; and autonomous robots. There are several 
additional components such as cameras, conveyor belts and 
humans that collaborate with the robots to accomplish tasks 
related to the business objectives. Fig. 2 shows the overview of 
this example warehouse. 

In this use case, the warehouse’s components are modeled 
as OSLC adapters. These adapters are integrated through linked 
data and web services, and implemented by Lyo Adapter 
Modelling Tool [4]. This tool models the resource types, their 
properties and relationships, based on the Linked Data 
constraint language of Resource Shapes [14]. Details of this 
implementation are given in the next section. The knowledge 
representation we are concerned with relates to the interactions 
between these adapters. The adapters are expected to 
communicate with a warehouse planner, which uses AI 
planning techniques and constructs sequences of actions to 
achieve specific goals. The warehouse planner itself is 
designed as an OSLC adapter. These components and their 
behaviors are listed below: 

• AS/RSs: These systems are mounted to shelves. They 
keep track of the inventory by saving the location and 
quantity of the boxes. AS/RSs are responsible for bringing 
the box(es) down where other robots can reach and 
transport them within the warehouse to different locations.  

Fig. 1. Methodology adopted for the study. 

Fig. 2. Automated warehouse and its components. 
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• Robotic arms: Robotic arms are mounted close to the 
shelves. They move the boxes sent down from the higher 
shelves by the AS/RSs, making them accessible to 
autonomous robots. 

• Autonomous robots: These robots carry the box(es) to the 
conveyor belts and deposit them on predetermined way 
points. Autonomous robots also have the ability to reach 
the boxes from the ground level of the shelves. 

• Warehouse planner: The planner receives information 
submitted by the warehouse manager and derives a plan to 
accomplish the specified goal —namely, the intended 
destination of a set of boxes. The planner needs the current 
(initial) state of the warehouse to derive the plan. The state 
consists of the current positions of the boxes, robots, 
robotic arms and the battery levels of the robots. 

 Furthermore, several KPIs such as performance, safety, 
and sustainability are considered as important factors for 
monitoring the automated warehouse components and their 
interactions [8]. The warehouse planner receives a problem 
including the initial state and the goal state of the warehouse 
and generates a plan to reach this goal. The plan includes a list 
of several actions which then gets distributed to the robots. The 
actions in this level are called planned actions. During the 
execution of the plan, some metrics (numerical values) are 
calculated from the changes on the data impacting the 
predicates, actions, functions and states. Robots update these 
data after performing the actions (performed actions).  

This use case aims to define a data model for monitoring 
several KPIs from the sequence of data changes that the planner 
constructs. Definition of the three most important KPIs and 
related metrics are defined below. These metrics have been 
identified in the preliminary study [8] for the purpose of aiding 
several stakeholders to consider KPIs and essential metrics 
while they are developing or using the CPSs. Fig. 3 details how 
the data necessary is derived in a top-to-bottom manner: from 
KPIs, to metrics and to specific data variables. 

Performance is related to metrics such as time, number of 

goals accomplished by a particular robot, or the overall time 
and number of goals completed in the whole warehouse. The 
time metric can be realized through a list of actions and the time 
required to complete each action. Start time, end time and idle 
time are therefore important values to collect.  

Safety is related to the level of trust in the warehouse. 
Collision is an example metric that is vital to monitor the safety 
KPI. The collision metric can be calculated through the 
position and waypoint data. The position of a robot and which 
paths it will use are known information. Aggregating this 
information for all robots and illustrating their behaviors 
through this data is necessary. By this way, the safety status of 
each robot can be monitored and the level of safety can be 
decided according to the risk of collision.  

Sustainability is mainly about the energy levels of the 
warehouse in particular. The energy consumption for each 
action that is happening in the CPSs needs to be collected. This 
information can later be used to monitor the energy 
consumption of different components as well as the warehouse 
overall. Another important metric is the battery level. 
Autonomous robots with critical battery levels should be sent 
to the charging stations, and the fully charged robots flagged as 
ready to be assigned new tasks.  

This use case includes a scenario which is designed to 
illustrate the work flow of the warehouse, interactions between 
different components of the warehouse and aggregation of 
knowledge to monitor KPIs through metrics. The scenario does 
not intend to summarize all capabilities of the automated 
warehouse but rather to capture the importance of knowledge 
representation for monitoring purposes.  

Scenario: In this scenario, the warehouse planner receives a 
goal where it is requested to have a specific box, which has a 
number 165498, on a specific conveyor belt which is called 
ConveyorBelt5. The planner receives the current position of the 
components and objects of the warehouse and from that 
constructs and executes a plan which includes a set of actions. 
The box is situated on Shelf2; ASRS2 is responsible for taking 
the box from the shelf to the closest carriage, Carriage3, and 
Turtlebot3 will carry it to ConveyorBelt5.  

We can summarize the set of actions as:  

• Action1: ASRS2 should locate, collect and bring 
the box number 165498 from Level5 of Shelf2 to 
Level1. 

• Action2: RoboticArm2 should move the box from 
ASRS2 to the TurtleBot3. 

• Action3: TurtleBot3 should carry the box to 
ConveyorBelt5 via WayPoint5 and deposit the box. 

This goal requires TurtleBot3 to collaborate with 
RoboticArm2 and ASRS2 to complete the request. For 
monitoring purposes, the energy consumption of each action, 
time spent for each action, and the waypoint activity is essential 
data that needs to be collected. The next section introduces the 
implementation details of the data model adopted in this use 
case.  

Fig. 3. Relationship between KPIs, metrics and data. 
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4. Implementation 

Today, there is a broad selection of models —based on 
different modeling techniques —that one can use to describe 
knowledge about different domains. No matter which model 
one chooses, in general, the knowledge about the domain can 
be classified into declarative and procedural knowledge. 
Declarative knowledge is used to model domain components 
and their relationships. This provides an opportunity to perform 
analysis or support decisions to answer specific questions about 
the system structure, for example “what are the physical assets 
in the automated warehouse, and how are they related?”. 
Procedural knowledge, on the other hand, is used to model the 
dynamic behavior of the components in the domain. Such 
knowledge is often represented as a partial or complete finite-
state machine or computer program. It facilitates answering 
questions related to the behavior of the system or its 
components, such as “what is the (optimal) strategy for 
reaching a given state?”. 

This data model implementation is focused on representing 
the declarative knowledge but it also enables the system to be 
discerned through procedural knowledge using OSLC 
Resource Shapes and Linked Data technologies. We have 
adopted PDDL predicates and actions from the warehouse 
planner domain and created resource shapes and their 
properties accordingly. This allows the implementation to be 
easily integrated with the rest of the automated warehouse 
system. However, the linked data approach is not limited to 
integration with PDDL —it would also allow different software 
tools to be integrated through OSLC adapters via linked data 
and web services.   

4.1. Planning Domain Definition Language 

PDDL [7] is an attempt by the domain independent planning 
community to formulate a standard language. PDDL constantly 
adds extensions to the base language to represent more 
expressive problem domains. This study uses PDDL Version 
2.1.  

The PDDL input format consists of two files that specify the 
domain and the problem. The domain file defines the type of 

objects (type of things or concepts in the warehouse that 
interest us e.g., robots and waypoints), predicates (properties 
of objects that we are interested in, that can be true or false in 
a given state, e.g. is-on or can-move), functions (fluents that 
return a number e.g. chargeLevel) and the actions that agents 
can perform that change the state of the system. Fig. 4 
illustrates the PDDL action model for the pick action 
performed by TurtleBot3.  

At the same time, the problem file models the current state of 
the system and the objects involved (available robots, layout of 
the warehouse, battery level, etc.) and the goal state or mission 
to be achieved. Fig. 5 represents a snippet of the problem 
definition.   

From these domain and problem files, an off-the-shelf 
planner may be run to create a solution plan for a given 
problem. In this case, the output of the planner will be a 
sequence of actions that will transition the system from the 
initial state to the goal state.  

The IEEE Standard Ontologies for Robotics and Automation 
[15] is used as a reference when these domain and problem files 
are defined. The main reason for following this ontology is to 
allow a clear dialog between all stakeholders involved in the 
life-cycle of a robotic system, and to enable the integration and 
efficient communication of heterogeneous robotic systems [9]. 
To this end, ontologies are useful in the earlier phase of an 
evolving domain to facilitate the communication and 
knowledge exchange among groups from different areas, 
without really forcing them to align their research with the 
particular view of a given group. 

4.2. OSLC Standard and Resource Shapes 

As we mentioned earlier, OASIS OSLC is an open standard 
that uses specifications to allow different software tools to 
integrate their data and workflows in support of end-to-end 
lifecycle scenarios. OSLC does not standardize the behavior of 

  (:action pickupAtPlace 
    :parameters 
      (?robot - Robot ?object - Object ?position - Position 
?waypoint - Waypoint) 
    :precondition 
      (and 
        (is-at ?robot ?waypoint) 
        (situated-at ?position ?waypoint) 
        (is-on ?object ?position) 
      ) 
    :effect 
      (and 
        (not 
          (is-on ?object ?position) 
        ) 
        (carrying ?robot ?object) 
)) 

Fig. 4. A robot pick action modelled in PDDL 

(define (problem warehouseProblem) 
(:domain warehouseDomain) 
(:objects turtlebot3 ASRS2  - Robot  
shelf1 shelf2 shelf3 – Shelf 
conveyorBelt4 conveyorBelt5 – conveyorBelt 
wp2 wp3 wp5 – wayPoint 
b165498 b124565 b210947- Box) 
(:init 

(on turtlebot3 wp3) 
(situated-at shelf1 wp2) 
(situated-at shelf2 wp2) 
(situated-at conveyorBelt4 wp3) 
(is-on b165498 shelf2) 
 (is-on b124565 shelf3) 
(can-move wp2 wp3) 
(can-move wp3 wp5) 

(:goal 
(forall (?x - Object) 
    (imply 

(and (is-type ?x Box)) 
(and (is-on ?x shelf5)) 

))) 

Fig. 5. An example problem file for the automated warehouse 
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any tool yet it specifies the minimum possible common 
artefacts to allow tools to work together in an interoperable 
manner. 

OSLC promotes linking data in a scalable, platform-
independent way using Internet as an architecture. This linking 
capability is accomplished by using the Linked Data [11] to 
represent specific information on tool artefacts such as RDF 
[18] resources identified by HTTP (Unified Resource 
Identifiers) URIs. Resource Shapes is the mechanism used to 
define the constraints on RDF resources.  

In this study, OSLC Resource Shapes are used to define the 
data model which reflects the PDDL structure that the 
warehouse planner is developed to consume. This data model 
allows data aggregation from different components of the 
warehouse, hence allowing data to be used for monitoring 
purposes. To this end, several OSLC adapters—representing 
components data in the form of an OSLC resource and allowing 
other components to reach these resources—are generated in 
addition to the data model. 

As shown Fig. 6, the data model consists of 13 resource 
shapes. These resources are linked with each other according 
to the declarative relationship between them. This minimalistic 
data model aims to define the necessary data for monitoring 
KPIs, as discussed earlier. 

According to the data model, a plan is a sequence of actions, 
and one or more robot can perform each action. An action has 
properties such as start time, end time, complete (to show if the 
action is completed or not), and charge cost (in other words the 
energy consumption of the particular action). These properties 
would be updated after the execution of the plan and the action 
realized as performed. A warehouse configuration is another 
resource, which contains current information about entities 

such as robots, way points, boxes, conveyor belts, charge 
station and shelf.  Every entity has a position and every robot 
is situated at a way point. Furthermore, a robot can carry zero 

or more boxes at any given time. 

The proposed minimalistic data model includes “just 
enough” data for monitoring KPIs. For instance, sustainability 
can be assessed by categorizing different actions and their 
charge cost or energy consumption. Likewise, the performance 
of the system can be assessed through the duration of each task. 
The change on safety level of a robot can be assessed for 
different actions or plans. Moreover, one can easily list these 
KPIs for each robot and calculate how many actions or plans 
are completed by a particular robot, how much energy is 
consumed during the day, how many times the robot has been 
recharged, which actions are decreasing the safety level and so 
on. 

To illustrate the ability of the model, we can go through the 
scenario that has been defined in t Section III. The plan lays out 
Actions 1-3.  Each action is carried out by robot(s) and the 
activity information saved as a performed action. These actions 
will be performed by robots, and information about the 
performed actions will be saved as performed actions. ASRS2, 
for example, is a type of robot which can carry a box from 
Level 5 to Level 1. RoboticArm2 carries the box to TurtleBot3. 
And TurtleBot3 uses WayPoint5 to ConveyorBelt5. As we 
described before, all of the resources can be reached through 
URIs. Through the Entity resource we can list the information 
about physical entities of the warehouse such as shelves, 
conveyor belts, robots, boxes and waypoints. The Warehouse 
Configuration resource lists the current information about these 
entities. 

Fig. 6. An example specification diagram implemented by the Eclipse Lyo Adapter Modelling Tool [5]. 
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5. Discussion 

This study uses PDDL to show the logic behind the use case 
and implements a minimalistic data model through resource 
shapes. The use case is designed to show the applicability of a 
linked data approach for knowledge representation in an 
automated warehouse for the purpose of monitoring KPIs such 
as sustainability, safety and performance. 

The process of defining a data model to represent the 
knowledge of the automated warehouse showed that it is 
possible to use resource shapes to define the knowledge. The 
data model not only defined the resources and their 
relationships but also the types of resources. Moreover, the 
exercise aided different stakeholders to better understand the 
system. 

During the implementation of the data model, team 
members had the opportunity to talk about what kind of data is 
required for what purpose, and different ideas were discussed 
before taking any decisions. At the end of this iterative process, 
a minimal set of required data was selected to be used only for 
monitoring purposes. However, several additional resource 
shapes and relationships were also identified to be used in 
future studies. 

The data model is requirement-driven. It intends to represent 
the minimal knowledge necessary to monitor the selected KPIs. 
Thus, it need not represent all the little details about the 
automated warehouse and its components. For example, an 
action has a property called completed. Here, one can easily 
query and list all the actions that are planned but not completed 
(or performed) yet. However, there is no mechanism which 
shows why the action is not yet performed. And the data model 
did not intend to give this kind of a reasoning about the actions. 

6. Conclusion and Future Study 

Cyber-physical systems, in general, require multiple 
different components to work collaboratively. In this paper, we 
present a methodology to identify the minimal set of data 
resources necessary to derive and monitor a selected set of 
KPIs. 

Firstly, important KPIs are reviewed, metrics to analyze 
these KPIs are defined and the data which is necessary to be 
collected identified. Secondly, the data model is defined by 
examining the declarative and procedural knowledge specified 
in the PDDL problem and domain files. Lastly, the data model 
is implemented through OSLC resource shapes.  

This study shows that it is possible to have a minimalistic 
data model which focuses on key performance indicators 
through a well thought out process. The research is exemplified 
through an automated warehouse use case, with the selected 
sustainability, safety and performance KPIs. 

The contribution of this work is to approach CPSs 
complexity and interoperability related issues from a 
minimalistic perspective and implementing a data model with 
this perspective for monitoring several KPIs by linked data 

approach. 

The proposed data model is limited to the selected KPIs. 
For instance, information security of the warehouse is an 
important KPI that is not considered during this study but found 
important for the future studies. A simple yet effective way of 
defining the information security as a KPI can be the 
assessment of traffic passing through different communication 
nodes. Nodes that have unexpectedly high traffic or are 
unresponsive (e.g. due to denial of service attack) can be 
security risks.  

Future studies will use this existing data model to build a 
monitoring mechanism—an interactive dashboard—in 
addition to identifying important KPIs such as information 
security and extend the data model accordingly. 
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